
SESSION NOTES – ‘Taster session’ -
Focus – playful list poem using imagery and
imagination

Anything in blue, please read before the session – anything in
red prepare before the session and provide for the class.

Warm up Game – WHAT ARE MASKS MADE
FROM?
We begin with a warm up game that is played orally in pairs -
the children do not write online at this point – they swap roles
after two minutes. There will be a timer on screen. David and
Pie will model the game first. The challenge is to create
different types of mask and what they might be made from.

1. Partner A invents a type of mask using a colour, e.g. The
gold mask …

2. Partner B invents 2 or 3 things that it is made of, e.g.… is
made from a bumble bee’s wings and sunlight on a
stained glass window.

The Objective – to create playful ideas that defy cliches.

The examples and grids would be handy for children to see –
preferably in their books.
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The pink mask is made from … the sweetness of candy floss.
The red mask is made from …. a fire engine rushing by.
The purple mask is made from …. a bag of ripe plums dripping
juice on a white shirt.
The white mask is made from …. a sheet of paper before a
drawing emerges.
The blue mask is made from … the eye of a bluebird staring
into the forest.

Red
blood 
chilli
fire
fire engine
hair
heart 
poppy
post box
rose petals
strawberry

Orange
apricot
baked beans
basketball
carrot 
flame 
goldfish 
marmalade cats
peppers
pumpkin 
tiger’s fur

● Yellow
bananas
butter 
canary
cheese 
corn 
daffodils
ducklings
lemon 
stars
sun 

Green
broccoli
cactus
emerald
frogs 
grass 
leaves
lettuce
limes
lizard 
mint 

Blue
blue whale 
butterly
eye
gas fire flame
blueberry 
grapes
jeans 
Neptune
Pacific ocean 
sky 

Black
bat 
car tyre
cloak
coal 
crow 
mine shaft
night
rook
shadow
skin

White
cloud
cream
doves
milk 
paper 
sheep 
snow 
sugar 
talcum powder
tennis ball

Pink
candy floss
cherry blossom
cotton
flamingo 
pig 
raspberries
skin
slice of ham
tongue
tulips

Brown
acorn 
bears
chocolate
coconuts
conkers
cow
dogs
tree bark
violin 
wood 

Grey
elephant 
fire ash
grey parrot
metal nails
mouse 
old hair
pebbles
pigeon feathers
seal 
wolf’s fur
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Children’s Audio: – each session, we play some recordings
made by children of the writing that they created from the
previous session. Encourage children to listen carefully to the
reading as it was chosen because it was well written but also
because it was read aloud effectively. Later on, get the class to
discuss why they think the reading was chosen. Discuss most
effective images, ideas or turn of phrase and discuss why it
worked. During the performance, children should take notes of
any words, phrases or ideas that they thought were effective.
The Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on what
makes good writing and performance.

Padlet – Children have a few minutes to complete one or
more ‘post-it notes’ to create sentences that follow a given
pattern and trying different poetic techniques.

I put on the mask of……
and………

Technique Example
Alliteration I put on the mask of serious sunsets

and became a chameleon of colours.
Simile using ‘as’ I put on the mask of motorways

and saw a concrete anaconda as busy as bees.
Simile using ‘like’ I put on the mask of eagles

and my beak was curved like a pirate’s hook.
Personification I put on the mask of oak trees

and my roots tap-danced.
Impossible
combination

I put on the mask of the sun’s surface
and candle flames froze.
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Remind children to:

● reread your sentence before posting it;
● check for accurate punctuation;
● use details to bring ideas alive;
● use alliteration, similes and metaphors to build

pictures.

● If you have a very young class or reluctant writers who
lack confidence, ideas could be co-constructed in pairs or
as a class and posted by the teacher.

● Remind children and adults to use refresh button at the
top of the page so that they can see their post-it note
appear – as each note is moderated. They will not all
appear during the session but will appear later once
moderated.

The Objective – to write a variety of sentences using a given
pattern and experimenting with imagery and musicality.
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Jotcast activity – instructions for making a magical mask

Pie will read aloud the model text and the children use the
different verse ‘starters’ to collect ingredients for making their
mask out of words and ideas. They should not write the whole
verse but just select several ideas, e.g.

I would take the sound of a JCB digging and the wing beats of a
red admiral.

I would take the touch of the metallic fridge freezer and my
gran’s cold hands.

I would take the taste of pistachio ice cream, sea salt on the
back of my hand and marmite on toast.

If I was called in to create a mask

I would take the sight of -
a golden bar of sunlight found sleeping
on a windowsill,
the green from a bus trundling down
Bleak Street
and the vivid blue of a damsel fish.

I would take the sound of
a friend’s laughter exploding after a
bombshell joke,
the crush of a distant comet rushing past
Mars
and the fury of a swarm of belligerent
bees.

I would take the taste of
strawberry slices, like slithers of ruby, on
vanilla ice,
the lick of salted skin after sea swimming
and my gran’s goat curry simmering.

I would take the touch of
a pink seashell, smooth inside but
covered in tough grit,
a cat’s purr beneath soft fur
and baby Noah’s chubby cheeks.

I would take
a clock’s intricate design of wheels and
cogs, a clam’s grip, a cloud’s softness, a
cloak’s shadow, a clown’s clapped
applause, a broach’s clasp and the click
of a fingersnap.
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Encourage the children to listen to any advice that Pie gives
during this session and to act on it. It might be worth jotting
any useful writing tips down. For instance, reread to make the
sentencs flow, create fresh images not clichés, say it aloud,
choose words with care, avoid repeating words, reread to police
your sentences, pretend you are your teacher…. Writing tips
could be made into writing posters or written in their journals.
Objective – writing a range of poetic sentences using the senses.

Gallery Challenge: –The challenge for this session is to
create a mask. This first mask is created by folding sugar paper
in half and cutting the outline. Wax crayons were then used.

This next printed mask is made using the same principal but
involves using folded card and more careful cutting.
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This mask has been cut out and carefully designed, complete
with teeth and eyes. The following are a range of masks from
children at Gomersal Primary School.
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Blogging Activity – Write a list poem about masks

As a follow up to the session, the children create their own
playful poem. This could be published in a display, alongside
their mask or published as a blog post on the TeachingLive
website. Several models are provided below as well as the ideas
explored during the session.

Objective – write a well-structured, playful poem using detail,
surprising ideas, playing with alliteration and imagery as well as
musicality.

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes
on the internet. This is for your use in your classroom.  © Pie
Corbett 2022
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A Rainbow of Masks

I wore the blue mask and saw
A single eye staring back,
the sky waiting patiently
and a kingfisher diving.

I wore the yellow mask and saw
a primrose forging promises,
a canary singing lullabies
and a shred of lemon tingling your tongue.

I wore the red mask and saw
a field of poppies,
one fiery eye fidgeting
and a tomato peeling back its skin.

I wore the white mask and saw
a barn owl’s face,
a blank and patient page
and a clown’s mask of anonymity.

I wore the ebony mask and saw,
the midnight cat pause,
charcoal fingers fumbling
and a cloak made of shadows.

I wore the green mask and saw
a tu� of mint,
an emerald catching the light
and a cactus surviving.

Pie Corbett
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If I was called in to create a mask

I would take -
a golden bar of sunlight found sleeping on a
windowsill,
the green from a bus trundling down Bleak Street
and the vivid blue of a damsel fish.

I would take the sound of
a friend’s laughter exploding a�er a bombshell
joke,
the crush of a distant comet rushing past Mars
and the fury of a swarm of belligerent bees.

I would take the taste of
strawberry slices, like slithers of ruby, on vanilla
ice,
the lick of salted skin a�er sea swimming
and my gran’s goat curry simmering.

I would take the touch of
a pink seashell, smooth inside but covered in
tough grit,
a cat’s purr beneath so� fur
and baby Noah’s chubby cheeks.

I would take
a clock’s intricate design of wheels and cogs,
a clam’s grip, a cloud’s so�ness, a cloak’s shadow,
a clown’s clapped applause, a broach’s clasp
and the click of a fingersnap.
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Pie Corbett
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The Mask of Sunlight

The mask of fate is made from
sunlight napping
like a marmalade cat;
autumn leaves
scattered like Christmas cards
and a child’s fist
closed tight as
an ammonite’s memory.

I found my mask –
where the wind scuffs its shoes
and the arctic fox prowls dustbins and dumpsters
for le�-over treats;
where a dictionary of disasters
empties its definitions
until it is vacant
as a midnight car park.

When I wear my mask, I can –
stop and stoop
to pick up
whatever has been lost;
find the glitter of
a frosted constellation
mirrored on a night pavement;
and reclaim a promise spoken, broken
into a thousand petals.

If I take off my mask –
the world would shrink
to an eagle’s single note,
trapped in its golden throat.
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Pie Corbett
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